Guidelines of Essay Competition-2022
IIM Sirmaur is organizing a National Essay Competition on the occasion of ‘World Water Day’

Eligibility: Students pursuing under-graduate and post-graduate degree courses in various Indian
universities/institutes/colleges recognized by the designated authorities.

Cash Prize: Winners will receive cash prizes as per the following table:

Winner

Prize Amount

First

INR 3000

Second

INR 2000

Third

INR 1000

Total

INR 6,000

The prize winners shall also be given a certificate. Names of the winners will be published on IIM Sirmaur’s
website.

Essay Guidelines:


The Essay should be written in English. It should be neatly typed on A4 size electronic page. The
font must be in Times New Roman size 12. It should be limited to 2,500 words, including references

(if any).


The Essay should contain the following: An Introduction, which introduces the problem area. A
Body, which may contain the problem discussion and solution approach. And towards the end, a
Conclusion, which summarizes the work and analysis presented in the essay.



The Essay should be preceded by a cover page mentioning the name of the participant,
program/course, name of the College/University/Institute with complete address, participant contact
number, active email ID on the top of the essay. A copy of identity card (clear image) issued by
student’s institute authority should also be included on the front page of the submission.



Following criteria will be used in assessing the essay: Content, Originality, Clarity and Structure.



Only original essays will be considered for the competition. Previously published essays are
therefore excluded. Any form of plagiarism will result in disqualification of the essay.



Copyright in all contributions accepted will remain with the authors, and they are free to re-use their
own material.

Submission Procedure: The essay has to be submitted as a single MS-Word file through email to
csem_coordinator@iimsirmaur.ac.in with 'Essay' mentioned in the Subject line from 14th March to 22nd
March, 2022.
Last Date for Submission: Entries may be submitted by 22nd March, 2022 (23:59:59 IST.)

